
Q&A Session with Clark Asay

Moving to the ODbL

Q: Are there any problems with dual-licensing the contributions to the database during
the interim period?

A: Interim contribution agreement should reserve the right to release under the either
license, moving to ODbL in the future.

Q: Are there any legal issues which would prevent OSMF re-licensing the database under
ODbL from CC-BY-SA if some of the original contributors are opposed to the re-
licensing?

A: As long as the original contributions, and any derivative versions of those
contributions are removed; No.

Q: Would removal of dissenting contributors' direct contributions prior to re-licensing
resolve these issues?

A: Yes. There is no inherent virality in the database elements (e.g: roads) according to
Clark's understanding of CC-BY-SA. It is sufficient to remove data directly associated
with a particular user.

License Compatibility

Q: Some contributions to OSM are large enough to qualify for their own Database Rights.
Under what license should we require these Substantial contributions?

A: Clark thinks that any database rights contributors may have in their contributions are
separate from the rights on the contents of the database and from OSMF's rights on the
OSM database, and that these rights do not conflict.

Q: OSMF is considering the DbCL license for individual Contents contributions, but the
wording makes most sense as a license from OSMF to third parties. As the license has
some desirable properties, would it be possible to use the DbCL for contributions (i.e:
where "You" is OSMF and the "Licensor" is the individual contributor)?

A: It is possible to use the DbCL this way. For enforceability the contributor should agree
to this at the point of contributing. Between the OSMF and licensees downloading data,
the license should be shown wherever downloading occurs. It would be best for
enforceability to package the full license in the downloaded file, or have it agreed to at
the point of downloading. Could still be enforceable as long as there is a prominant
notice on the site or in the file. Most jurisdictions will accept a link to the license, but the
German courts tend to be more strict.

Q: If OSMF is declared as a the proxy (under 4.4d) what, if any, guarantees can be
given about the decision to declare a license compatible?

A: The contribution agreement would be the place to put anything like this, where the
contributor agrees to license data to the OSMF and the OSMF reciprocates with a pledge
or contract. Clark isn't sure what such an agreement would look like. Clark has talked to
Jordan about the circularity of the compatibility clause in the ODbL. Mike mentioned that
the proxy could be external to OSM, i.e: the ODC. We need to internally figure out what



our intentions and needs are (re: upgrading/compatibility/etc...) and communicate them
to Clark.

Q: Is it possible to redistribute ODbL data along with GPL-licensed applications?

A: Since GPL only deals with software, it is OK to package ODbL data along with GPL
applications as long as the ODbL is also present.

Q: If Debian Linux wish to distribute OSM data within their main distributions, is the
ODbL acceptable in terms of the Debian Social Contract?

A: Not relevant in the call, but Ulf later pointed out that the Debian Social Contract
doesn't appear to contain anything which would prohibit this.

Produced Works

Q: Does the ODbL require the reverse-engineering clause to be propagated to the license
used for Produced Works? If so, does this mean that CC-BY-SA and GFDL are not
possible choices for Produced Works?

A: The creator of Produced Works has free choice of any license for the Produced Work.
However, it helps enforceability to have the reverse-engineering notice prominently
displayed along with the ODbL provenance notice for the Produced Works, so that
anyone re-creating the database from those Produced Works can reasonably said to
have been made aware that the original data was under the ODbL. This doesn't need to
be part of the license, per-se, just the notice text recommended to the community.

Further questions were raised about whether the CC licenses explicit exclusion of any
further restrictions means that the reverse-engineering clause cannot be enforced. Clark
replied saying (thinking out loud) that the prohibition against re-creating the database
from CC works comes from the OSMF enforcing its copyright and database rights over
the database under the ODbL, not from restrictions in the CC license on the produced
works.

It was pointed out that many OSM contributors want compatibilty with common (e.g:
CC-BY-SA, GFDL) open content licenses and that we should try to ensure that this use
case remains possible.

Clark thinks its an important issue and would like to think about it a little more.

Q: Is the process of creating a Produced Work restricted or affected by the ODbL in any
way? Do any details of the process of creating a Produced Work need to be made Public?

A: No. The process of creating a Produced Work does not need to be revealed, so any
artistic interpretation involved does not have to be made available. The only requirement
of the ODbL is the notice from section 4.3.

Q: Is a vector map a Produced Work or a Database or both?

A: The definitive answer would have to be determined by a court. Community guidelines
and the intent of the licensor would be taken into account by the court. We should put
together a document describing what our interpretation of this issue is (i.e: like we did
for "Substantial").

http://www.debian.org/social_contract#guidelines


Upgrading and Re-Licensing

Q: Is there a legal guarantee that OSMF can provide to reassure contributors that the
database will not be re-licensed without due process?

A: OSMF can agree to be bound by a contract requiring (e.g.) a full membership vote for
a license change. But we should consider if OSMF actually wants to do this.

Q: If Substantial Contributions are licensed to OSMF under the ODbL, does that impose
any additional restrictions on the use of the OSM database or on the operations of the
OSMF?

A: Large contributions to the OSMF would come with the right to sub-license that data.

Liability

Q: How can OSMF reduce or remove potential liability issues in cases of alleged
copyright infringement?

A: Getting representation (as to copyright or lack thereof) from contributors is helpful.
However, contributors aren't necessarily going to read or adhere to this agreement and
copyrighted information is bound to make it into OSM. It would be helpful to have a
DMCA agent and sign up to the "safe harbour" system, at least in the US.

Q: If OSMF requires individual contributors to assert that the data which they have
contributed can be re-licensed under ODbL, what are the liability issues that OSMF may
face?

Covered in the previous answer.

Global Issues

Q: How does the ODbL protect the OSM database in jurisdictions where copyright and
database rights are not applicable.

A: There are so many variations across all jurisdictions, its very difficult to say which
combination of rights apply. The best that any group can do is to structure our approach
to meet with the requirements of the most relevant jurisdictions and hoping for the best
in the others, knowing that the others are minor players. Its not possible to fully protect
ourselves in all possible jurisdictions (e.g: Microsoft spends millions and millions trying
to achieve this). Also, intent of the licensor is pretty crucial.

Questions about the law in Japan were raised, but Clark isn't aware of any major
differences in copyright and database rights there.

Q: Are there any obvious/major jurisdictions in which the ODbL is not enforceable?

A: "You never know what a court is going to say." Not that we forsee.

Q: Would it strengthen the license to define a jurisdiction? What would be the impact of
doing so?

A: Clark doesn't quite follow Jordan's reasoning on leaving the choice of law out of the
license. Clark thinks its useful to define a choice of law, as a lot of courts in other
jurisdictions will honour that choice. It provides greater predictability. Clark thinks the
"other" rights granted in that section is already covered in the other section about rights



granted. We should be looking at choosing UK or US law, although there will be elements
of local law and procedure creeping in. "All contracts have a choice of law" -- and there's
a reason for that.

Clark thinks this is a pretty complex issue and he would like to think about it further. It
might be an issue that can be left for v2.0.

Protection of Share-Alike-ness

Q: If contributors agree to name OSMF as the proxy (under 4.4d) does this close the
loophole in which licensees are able to "un-ODbL" the data?

Answered previously.

Q: Would it be possible to create derivative databases that are available, fulfilling the
letter of the licence, but still unusable for the public (e.g: because of IPR issues), thus
violating the idea?

A: ODbL expressedly doesn't cover patent rights, so it would be possible to comply with
the ODbL by releasing patented derivative databases.

Obligations under the ODbL

Q: How often does a Derived Database have to be made available? Must this be as often
as my produced work or can I do this on a less frequent basis? How soon after the
Produced Work is published must I make it available?

A: Under the current version of the license, it isn't necessary to make the derived
database available. Assuming that this is changed, Clark thinks this would be addressed
in the changed version of the license. e.g: licenses like the GPL have a 3 year offer
period. The GPL says there is an offer, which is then replied to. Although there is no
explicit time limit, it violates the spirit of the license if there is a deliberately large gap
before the source is provided. But, if the ODbL is similar, there would be no requirement
to make it available instantaneously, just within a reasonable time.

Q: Does the ODbL make any requirement for released databases or produced works to
be made available for any length of time?

A: There's currently no requirement in the ODbL that databases must be maintained and
re-issued, etc...

Second Call

From here down are the items collected directly from the wiki and other sources.
Comments from the second call are in italics and other comments from previous rounds
are in the same style as the original text.

Suggested changes wiki page

Share-Alike for interim databases

Needs to be reviewed again for the revised draft.



Not covered - was adequately discussed in the previous call.

Database dumps

The 0.9 draft requires that you make any derived database available on which you base
a Produced Work. This is impractical or even impossible in scenarios where you e.g.
apply minutely diffs to your PostGIS database, creating a new derived database every
minute - you cannot possibly make full PostGIS dumps available every minute. Some
scenarios might also make it impossible to provide dumps altogether, e.g. if you load
your data into a proprietary data analysis program which does some magic indexing and
internal transformations of the data, and you want to publish Produced Works based on
the data (say the program outputs cool images), but you cannot provide the derived
database that sits inside the program.

A further section (c) was proposed: "c. An algorithm or computer program, or reference
to a publicly
available algorithm or computer program, that performs the alterations".

This was not used in 0.91, but a phrase was inserted into section (b). the meaning of
this new phrase is less clear to me than the proposal on the wiki. are the two intended to
be identical in meaning, but the alteration to section (b) was favoured for brevity, or are
there subtle differences in their meanings?
Relates to a previously raised issue which has been brought up with the ODC. Discussion
postponed until a new version of the license is released.

Licensing produced works

We have assumed that by relinquishing control of Produced Works - which under CC-BY-
SA would have had to be licensed CC-BY-SA and nothing else, whereas we now basically
say "anything you want" - we increase compatibility with other licenses. For example,
with CC-BY-SA it was impossible to combine OpenStreetMap data and CGIAR altitude
data into one image because CGIAR was "non-commercial" and the resulting image
would have had to be under CC-BY-SA (which would have allowed commercial use).
This problem is mostly solved with ODbL (an OSM-CGIAR combination is now possible)
but there is uncertainty about what happens if the "other" license is of the share-alike
variant (e.g. CC-BY-SA or GFDL). These licenses do not permit the addition of any
restrictions, but ODbL has the 4.7 "Reverse Engineering" clause which restricts the use
of Produced Works by saying that if a Database is created from them, ODbL again
applies. If OSM data is combined with something else that is CC-BY-SA, then the
resulting product would have to be CC-BY-SA, and this does not allow us to add the "but
if you reverse-engineer..." restriction.

Relates to a previously raised issue which has been brought up with the ODC. Discussion
postponed until a new version of the license is released.

Termination clause

The termination clause could be used to terminate someone's license permanently based
on a minor accidental license violation. This gives the licensor more power than it should
have.

A reinstatement clause has been added in 0.91. What exactly is the result of a notice per
9.4(b)? The GPL makes sure that a first time violator will not have their license
terminated permanently if they fix the problem. ODbL should do the same.

This appears to be resolved by 9.4c in ODbL rc1.



Open Issues wiki page:

1) Whose database is it?

Who is going to be the licensor of the origial complete OSM database (according to the
ODbL license the OSM database has to be published by a organisation or person)? Will
this be the OSM Foundation? If not then who?

Who is the licensor of derived databases? Who is the licensor when you merge two
databases from different licensors that are available under ODbL or a compatible license?

Currently under CCBYSA the OSMF is not the licensor and does not seek to be either,
and we would preferably like to make it such that each editor/contributor remains the
licensor.

Clark's original answer:

Currently even under the CCBYSA you are probably at least an implied licensor of the
OSM database simply by virtue of your making it available from your website. I'm not
sure how you escape this result--if you are collecting the data, piecing it together into a
collective whole, and then making it available (and encouraging people to use and add to
it), for all intents and purposes you are granting others rights and a license to use it.
Furthermore, if the website eventually indicates that the database is under the ODbL,
then, even if you don't explicitly indicate that OSMF is the licensor, it seems fairly clear
that OSMF is making the database available under the ODbL.

I assume that OSMF does not want to be the licensor because of possible legal risks
associated with data that contributors provide. I think many of those risks are inevitable
and are already taken by virtue of you hosting the data (i.e., you are already subject to
these risks). You at least disclaim many of those risks, and expressly limit your liability,
with an express license such as the ODbL (although these aren't guaranteed to be
effective in all jurisdictions). Furthermore, depending on what agreement you adopt with
regards to contributions (below), you may get reps and warranties from each contributor
regarding their contributions (not CC0, however) (although going after contributors for
violations of such reps may not make much sense on a number of levels except in
extremely egregious cases).

In sum, I think you already are de facto the licensor of the database, and that it can only
help to be clear about the license under which you are making it available, especially
given that you will be making explicit disclaimers and liability limitations with such
express license.

Main issues as per Etienne:

• Whether or not it is the only practical solution, there will be a considerable
proportion of contributor's unhappy with this. Particularly so if the FIL is used -
all rights given to OSMF and no restrictions place.

◦ Q: Is there a legal guarantee that OSMF can provide to reassure
contributors that the database will not be re-licensed without due
process?

◦ A: OSMF can agree to be bound by a contract requiring (e.g.) a full
membership vote for a license change.

• Fixing the OSMF constitution and articles weaknesses. It is currently very easy
for a small number of board members to make decisions that could completely
change the direction of OSMF.

◦ This needs to go the board, as it isn't a licensing issue.



• Liability issues - some one sues OSMF because of alleged copyright infringement.
The Board needs and advice and to consider liability insurance.

◦ Q: How can OSMF reduce or remove potential liability issues in cases of
alleged copyright infringement?

◦ A: OSMF can require contributors to agree to a click-through agreeing
not to upload data for which they are not the copyright holder, or have
explicit permission from the copyright holder. OSMF provides a process
and communication channel for the reporting of copyright issues.

◦ Note: LWG has drafted a 4-point contribution agreement which includes
this point.

2) Under what terms do people contribute to the project?

Does the individual user license their contributions under ODbL (a database(s)
comprising the changesets they have committed), or under the Factual Information
License, or under no license at all (just a contract between user and OSMF under which
the user gives data to OSMF and allows then to license it under a specific license)?

Clark's original response:

I don't think it makes sense for people to contribute to you under the ODbL, as the ODbL
is a database license, and contributors contribute data rather than a database. Even if
they were to license their version of the database to you under the ODbL (i.e.,
incorporating their changes), this seems like an odd solution since I think OSMF
ultimately is the licensor as it were (see above) We can discuss more fully what your
preferences are here once we arrange a call. CC0 may be a good option, as well as the
factual information license.

Further issues:

Large datasets such as AND or plan.at probably are databases themselves. How should
those be dealt with?

Discussion leading on from that in the first call highlighted the following points:
• Translations: It was pointed out that certain jurisdictions (e.g: France) do not

consider contracts to be binding unless the contract text is in the native
language. This poses some problems for us, as it is infeasible to translate the
license and/or contribution agreement into all possible languages. Clark thought
that it would be good enough to have non-authoritative translations for common
non-English languages with the provision that, in case of ambiguity or dispute,
the English version is authoritative. It isn't known whether this would hold up in
French courts, but is likely to be the best we can do.

• Enforceability: Clark suggested that, in the interests of greater enforceability, the
full legal text of any contract being agreed to is placed inline in the web page
where agreement is sought. This is much more enforceable in court even though
most contributors will not take the time to read it fully and is preferable to
linking to, showing a summary or non-legal explanation of the license or
agreement.

3) What happens in places where there is no database directive?

Assuming that the "Factual Information License" forms the many relationship between
the contributor and foundation (see above), and given that the factual information
license effectively waves any copyright rights in the data then what happens in places
where there is no database directive?



Clark's original response:

The factual information license (assuming this were to be used) waives copyright in the
data, but does not affect copyright in the database, which is what the ODbL protects in
any case (i.e., the ODbL does not protect or make any claims with respect to copyright
in the individual data, other than to indicate that data may be covered by other rights,
and users of the database may want to review these separately). The same analysis
applies if you were to use CC0 (i.e., they waive copyright in the data, but copyright in
the database, if any, is unaffected).

This brought up a discussion of choice-of-law:
• Clark explained that choice-of-law is incredibly complicated and that IP rights are

governed by terretoriality. For example, two litigants in the US would not be able
to use the EU DB Directive as US IP laws would always apply.

• Clark further explained that, although cases could be brought in the EU where
the DB Directive would apply, it would be practically impossible to enforce
judgements against entities which don't have any assets within the court's
jurisdiction.

• Choice-of-law therefore applies primarily to the parts of the license governed by
contract law, not to those governed by IP rights.

• There was discussion of the DMCA and whether OSMF could register as a DMCA
agent despite not having an official US presence. Clark thought this would be
OK.

4) How will the contract (part of the ODbL) be enforced

How with the contract be "signed" before people can use the data? A "click-wrap" license
is not considered suitable because it would restrict people's ability to publish data via
automated distribution channels. Assuming that KML/SVG/CVS files will also be
considered to be databases (see Use Cases) then how will the contract clause work for
these files. For example London Railways KML file and UK railways kml file.

Clark's original response:

This is a similar issue with most open source software licenses, i.e., there is not a
clickthrough, nothing is signed, and the applicable open source software license is simply
posted on the site or in the files. There certainly are questions in the open source world
about whether this constitutes a binding agreement for users of the open source
software between the licensor and licensee, whether it is a unilateral contract, etc.
However, a number of courts have enforced open source software licenses in important
jurisdictions, including the US and Germany, as binding agreements.

There are obviously best practices here, i.e., making the license (and its applicability)
clear and conspicuous, easily accessible, etc., that may help bolster the license's
enforceability. We can also discuss this issue in greater detail.

Further issues:

At least the German court decisions are based on copyright (if you use the software
without agreeing to the license you're violating the copyright). Is if the contract
enforcable when there is no copyright or database right?

If it isn't possible to use IP rights (copyright and DB rights) to enforce the license then
there is still the contractual rights in the license, plus the choice-of-law.



5) Who will be able to change the license and by how much

Who will be able to change the license by how much and will it be possible for the key
open elements such as Share-Alike to get removed?

Clark's original response:

I'm not sure I understand this question. If OSMF adopts this license to cover the
database, then the ODbL covers the database, and no one except OSMF can elect to use
another version of this license or another license for the original database.

However, one potential problem that I do see is that users are allowed to license
Derivative Databases under a "compatible license", but there are no specific criteria set
forth that define what a compatible license is (I raised this issue with Jordan). Without
those criteria, I think it is difficult to guarantee that any desired provision of the license
will be included under the "compatible" license. So theoretically, anyone could take the
Database, include changes to make it a Derivative Database, and then license it under a
"compatible" license that OSM and its contributors may not favor.

The license also allows derivative databases to be licensed under a later version of the
ODbL. Sine OSM has no control over how the ODbL will evolve, it's anyone's guess what
later versions of the ODbL may look like (although I assume it would be similar to the
current version in spirit).

Again, we can discuss in more detail.

This was discussed intensively in the first call and there are open issues with the ODC to
resolve the problems around the circularity of the "compatibility" clause.

Note: There has been discussion of this on the legal-talk mailing list since this discussion
which brings up more issues to be taken to the ODC.

6) What sort of access to Derivative Databases is required?

How often do I have to make a new version available? Must this be as often as my
produced work or can I do this on a less frequent basis?
How soon after the Produced Work is published must I make it available?

Clark noted that, in the 1.0-rc1 license, there is no requirement to make it available.
LWG has logged this issue with ODC and we will come back to it with Clark when this
issue is resolved upstream.

In what data format can I provide it in, must it be in OSM format, or can it be a difficult
to use proprietary binary format?
On what media I make it available on? Must it be a well known one?

Covered by section 4.8a of the license.

Must I provide document on what I changed/added?

Covered by section 4.6b of the license.

If I host it on the web then how long to I have to make it available for?

The license is unclear on this point - if it operates the same way as the GPL then the
conveyance of a Derived Database creates an offer and Derived Databases must be



provided within a "reasonable" amount of time. There is no need to store old versions.
Produced works are made available at the creator's discretion and are subject only to
restrictions from licenses the creator has chosen.

How much can I charge for providing physical media? Only the cost of the media and
postage, or my time as well, if so at what hourly rate.

Covered by section 4.6. Depends on the definition of "reasonable", judgement on which
is up to a court. Community norms can help define this.

Protected Derivative Databases

What is the situation if a navigation company creates a derivative database from OSM
data, but this database is in some proprietary, possibly encrypted format that is not
commonly readable? Copyright law protects the proprietary DB against reverse
engineering.
does the licence require the database to be openend?
does it require a DB in an equivalent, commonly readable format?

Yes, if the proprietary format is interpreted as "technological measures" then a parallel
distribution has to be made in an unprotected format.

What is the situation if the data of the derivative database is available to the public in
some way, but using it in the same way as the navigation company is not possible
because the company holds a software patent on the process.

Covered in the previous talk about patents - since the ODbL doesn't cover patent rights
this would be allowed.

Multiple Jurisdiction Clause will lead to a weak license

If there is no jurisdiction defined then can someone not publish the ODbL database in a
country with the weakest IPR laws in the world and then those are the ones that will
apply to anyone who uses the DB from that source, even if they then bring it back to a
country with stronger IPR rules. Any case will then have to consider the IPR clauses of all
countries in which derivative DBs were published. So OSM is published by OSMF in the
UK. Someone 'exports' it to China and publishes a Derivative DB there. Someone uses
that, exports it to the Congo and creates a derivative DB there and publishes it etc etc. I
use China because it is well recognised that its IPR laws are weak and the Congo it
struggling at present and is unlikely to have the structures to hear an important legal
case like this. The ITO World lawyer has suggested that we have to define a Jurisdiction.

Covered by previous discussion - Clark thinks that we should define a choice-of-law for
predictability of the contractual parts of the license.

Unmatched rights between the FIL and the ODbL

The rights granted by the contributor to the data using the FIL (assuming that this is the
license used) are not the same as the rights granted by the ODbL. The ITO World lawyer
suggests that the rights should may made to match.

One problem with the FIL is the requirement to include a copy of the license with the
data.



Comment from Peter Miller on the wiki

This seems to be a big issue for users of the data (such as ITO) and it would be far
preferable for the ODbL to say that the only restrictions were those in the ODbL and on
the attached notices, in the case of the OSM dataset there would be one attached notice
which would be the FIL (or whatever it ends up being called).

This appears to be resolved with the DbCL.

Problem with switching license?

Is it possible to change the license if one or more contributors do not agree to it? If the
whole planet file is one big piece of work, licensed under the terms of the cc-by-sa, then
all the data that is being changed or added to the database has to be licensed under cc-
by-sa as well because it is a result from the earlier planet file.

Covered by the previous discussion.

Issues with imported data

Approval from large donated datasets

Are we going to contact the suppliers of large donated datasets to find their opinions on
the new license? Or will the person who did the upload of their data just have to tick "I
agree" on their behalf when they next log-in after the change?

Not a legal issue - to be discussed by the LWG.

Review of compatibility of imported datasets

For imported datasets where we checked compatibility with our old license before
import, will they be reviewed for compatibility with the new license?

Due diligence certainly required but note that both old and new licenses are effectively
the same: Attribution, and Share-Alike provisions, with commercial use allowed provided
that the provisions are met.

With ODbL, attribution is for OpenStreetMap. Previously it hasn't been clear if attribution
is for the project or for individual contributors, so data sources that require attribution
may be a problem.

Not a legal issue - to be discussed by the LWG.

Relicensing content derived from CC-BY-SA works

How will contributors who derived data from CC-BY-SA sources be able to relicense their
work?
Will a prolific contributor be able to identify those things that they derived from other
CC-BY-SA licensed works?
Will they be required to delete this data from OSM before they assent to relicensing the
rest of their work under ODbL?
Most major contributors have probably, at some time or another, derived something
from another CC-BY-SA work, so this is likely to impact a significant percentage of
contributions to OSM.



Covered in the previous discussion.

Features touched by multiple contributors, not all of whom sign up to new
terms

Consider the case where:
• User A goes out and gathers a tracklog
• User B traces that to form segments
• User C creates a way from those segments and labels it "highway=primary"
• User D adds a name for the road
• User E goes through and adds more intermediate nodes, so that it fits the

tracklog better
• User F merges that way with another primary way (created by A', B', C', D', E')
• User G splits the resulting way into primary and secondary at a different point.

If only some of the above agree to the new license then what happens? Please note that
we are not able to detect merging/splitting of way from the database history. Also, what
happens if someone collects a way and attaches it to be node on someone else's way.

See previous discussion about needing to remove only the direct contributions -
"derivedness" isn't viral.

Other Open Issues

The statement that 'Unspecified extra legal rights may apply' will make users
nervous

There is a clause that says that unspecified additional legal rights may apply. How can a
lawyer at a TV stations agree to a license with that waver. The ITO World lawyer
recommends that the license should say that any restrictions should be contained in the
notices attached to the database.

Further comment:

Fixed in the new draft: " other rights not addressed here (such as trade mark over the
name or privacy rights over information in the contents)" has been removed, and a
clarification is added:
"can be covered by other rights not addressed here (such as trade mark over the name
or privacy rights over information in the contents)"

Fixed in the most recent draft.

Should Share-Alike be required for derived works?

If you create beautiful painted map partially based on openstreetmap then under the
ODbL license people will not be able to copy/use those images without permission. That
seems wrong.

• I have tighened the above text up, but don't believe that it belongs on this page.
This is not a page to challenge the intiention of the license, only to question how
it will actually work. I suggest this section is moved to the talk page. PeterIto
13:31, 10 March 2009 (UTC)

See previous discussion about authors of produced work being able to choose their own
license (reverse engineering clause notwithstanding).

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/User:PeterIto


Complexity

The ODbL is complex and difficult for non-lawyers to understand. FIL adds to the
complexity. This may deter potential users from using the data.

Not a legal issue. We, as a community, should provide readable guidelines to ensure that
non-lawyers can understand.

Anonymous contributions

What will happen to anonymous contributions?
Anonymous contributions are not anonymous to the OSM Foundation, the user name just
isn't public.

Doesn't seem to be an issue here.

Use Case wiki page

Using map images created from OSM Data

These Use Cases are about various things people may want to do with images created
from OSM data.

Using OSM data in a raster map for a book, newsletter, website, blog or similar
work

A user should be able to publish a raster map/image created from OpenStreetMap and
include this as part of a printed publication or on the internet or similar. They should
acknowledge OpenStreetMap either below the image or at the start/end of the document
or elsewhere where the viewer/reader would reasonably expect to find it. They can
license the image using any appropriate license, including full copyright, ccbysa and
Public domain. The image should be restricted to disallow people from reverse
engineering a database from the image. It should be able to use multiple images to
serve a 'slippery map' front end.
Q: how can the image be both public domain and restrict someone else down the line
from publishing it without attribution or from reverse engineering a database from it?

Clark thinks its worthwhile getting Jordan's opinion on how to interpret the reverse
engineering parts of the license. An alternative suggestion is to drop the reverse
engineering clause altogether and deal with infringers on the basis of IPR alone.

Using OSM data for the production of a hand-made map

A user should be able to produce a hand-made map derived from OSM data and add
additional elements, remove others, move things around so they look better (avoiding
overlap etc) and style the map. The designer should not be forced to make the edited
raw data available and it should be possible to license the resulting maps in any way that
is preferred.
Q: If the person notices errors in the OSM street or POI data and corrects these in there
image should they be required to offer that data back to the community? We suggest
that they should and the easiest way might be to enter the data into OpenStreetMap
during the process.



Public use of the Produced Work would require the ODbL notice and public use of the
Derived Database would require redistribution.

Q: Should their 'artistic reinterpretation of the factual data' have to be made available?
we suggest that it should not.

A: No. The process of creating a Produced Work does not need to be revealed beyond
the Derivative Database, so any artistic interpretation involved does not have to be
made available.

Using OSM data to produce vector format images using SVG/KML/Postscript etc

A user should be able to create vector based mapping using a format such as postscript,
svg or kml which are both able to produce rendered images but which also give easy
access to the underlying vector data (thereby making it easier to reverse engineer a
database). There should be protection to ensure that any systematic collection of vector
data, or other reverse engineering techniques of substantial amounts of data should be
considered as a Derived Dataset and be covered by 1) below.

Q: Is a vector map a Produced Work or a Database or both?

Beyond the definition in the ODbL, this would have to decided by a court and influenced
by community guidelines.

Q: what license can be used?

This is covered by the outcome of the previous question and the previous "licensing
produced works" question.

Q: What attribution is required, that for a Produced Work, or for a Derivative Database
or both? If the attribution of a derivative database is required then will that be practical
within a small svg/kml file?

Covered by the previous two questions.

Using a map derived from OSM data within a TV news package

The license should allow a map/image/animation generated from OpenStreetMap data to
be shown in a TV news story. The user may however supply credits on an associated
website rather than within the program itself.
Comment to lawyer: This use case produces no derivative database, it is only about
attribution in a TV news context.
Comment to community: I have removed the option not to attribute at all from this use
case.

Putting the attribution in the credits of the programme is probably "reasonable", as it is
the industry standard method of giving attribution. For this, and other cases, it is worth
putting together a set of community guidelines for attribution.

Use of maps in Wikipedia and Wikitravel

When OSM maps are incorporated into a page on a site such as Wikipedia and
Wikitravel, the entire page, including the OSM map, can then be licenced under the GFDL
or CC-SA (respectively).



Clark's original answer (?)

Yes, there are no license restrictions on Produced Works (other than the restriction in
4.6 that restricts users from reverse engineering Produced Works to re-create the
Database and place it under a different license), although notice must be given that also
makes the user aware of where he/she may obtain the Database.

Further comment:

Nothing in GFDL, or CC-SA, etc. restricts reverse engineering to re-generate a database
(under the terms of the original GFDL, or CC-SA licence) -- this suggests that the ODbL
licence is inherently incompatible with GFDL, and CC-SA? Also, clause 4a of the CC-BY-
SA 2.0 legal code says "You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that restrict
the terms of this License ...".
Such compatiblity (of Produced Works) with share-alike licenses is of high importance to
us and if there is any risk of clash between the share-alike licenses' demand "you may
not impose any terms that restrict..." and the reverse engineering clause then we need
an amendment to ODbL.

Covered by previous question about licensing produced works.

Distribution of maps in Linux distributions

Can maps rendered from ODbL data be packaged by Linux distributions? In particular,
are maps rendered from data licenced under the ODbL distributable with GPL
applications, e.g. KDE Marble, KGeography, etc.

Covered by previous discussion. Since GPL doesn't cover data, it should be OK.

Use Cases regarding the extraction of data from OSM for various
purposes

Geocoding moderate amounts of information using OSM data

The licence should allow people to geocode moderate numbers of photographs, blog
postings, microblogs such as Twitter or Jaiku, articles such as a Wikipedia article from
the dataset. It should allow people to geocode moderate numbers of addresses possibly
for inclusion in electronic business cards such as The hCard, which includes coordinates
for addresses (see http://microformats.org/wiki/hcard-examples for more information).
They should be able to licence the resulting work in any suitable manner, including as
public domain, ccbysa, and all rights reserved without acknowledgment to the Dataset.
Q: What does moderate mean? What would definitely be 'substantial' and what would
definitely be 'in-substantial'?

Covered by LWG / ML guidelines.

Geocoding large amounts of data and then using it

The user runs their substantial database of addresses (100K+) through OSM to derive
the geocodes. They wish to distribute this geocoded addresses within their business and
to associate businesses but wish to keep the data confidential. They then later want to
put pins in on-line maps in response to enquiries to their web site.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/legalcode
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/legalcode
http://microformats.org/wiki/hcard-examples


Seems to be covered by the definition of Publicly for the internal distribution. Second
part (Public use of a Produced Work) would require public redistribution of the Derived
Database.

Extracting moderate numbers of points, area and linear features

The licence should allow people extract a small numbers of points, areas or linear
features by tracing on using mechanical means (ie KML, shape files) without
acknowledgement and then license the resulting data in way they choose.
Q: When would then 'derivative database' clause kick in?

"Substantial" - LWG / ML guidelines.

Q: For the avoidance of doubt, would repeated extractions of in-substantial amounts of
data and then the aggregation of these elements into one single dataset later, even if
these small extracts, and were done by different people constitute a Derivative DB.

Yes. See reverse-engineering clause (section 4.7) and section: 6.2 repeated extractions.

Extracting road centre-line data for bus routes from OSM data based on lists of
bus stops

The license should allow a transport agency to build exact bus routes based on road
centre-line data from OSM and from bus timetables (which are copyright). They then
wish to provide these routes to other agencies as vectors (kml or shapefiles etc). The
license should allow for manageable attribution and avoid a long list of sources.
Q: Assuming that the above was deemed to be a Derived Database then would all the
notices from the DB be required to be attached to the output file? If so the this might be
burdensome.

Attribution notice covered by section 4.3, which would seem not to be burdensome.

Converts GPS data to lists of streets and when they last gritted

The license should allow a local authority to covert GPS trails from gritting lorries into a
database of streets and when they were last gritted. Both the names of the streets and
the length would be taken from OSM. The authority would then publish this list as a
spreadsheet giving street name, length and the time of last gritting.
Q: Again, is the spreadsheet a database or a produced work or both?

Covered by previous question about "vector format images".

Q: If is a derived DB then where should then notices be attached?

Covered by the license: "If it is not possible to put the required notices in a particular file
due to its structure, then You must include the notices in a location (such as a relevant
directory) where users would be likely to look for it." - for derivative DBs or "You must
include a noticeassociated with the Produced Work reasonably calculated to make any
Person that uses, views, accesses, interacts with, or is otherwise exposed to the
Produced Work aware that Content was obtained from the Database, Derivative
Database, or the Database as part of a Collective Database, and that it is available under
this Licence." - for Produced Works.



Use Cases using OSM data and also other data sources

On-line map service using OSM data together with other data sources

The User wishes to combine OpenStreetMap data with other data sources to use on a
web based service. The additional data could be one of nasa height data, public transport
schedules, census data or many others. They may not wish, or may not be allowed to
release the other data source as ODbL; it may for example be only available under '(C)
all rights reserved' or on a 'non-commercial' license etc. The user does not improve or
modify the OSM data, but does convert it into a suitable format for their application.

OK - Collective DB, but still requires the notice.

Overlaying OSM maps with information without need to contribute back

A group of 8 year old kids spend a day in a local park mapping out locations where they
find butterflies. They map this information using an OSM map and stick a copy on their
local park's noticeboard. They do not wish to be expected to contribute this information
back to OSM.

OK - Collective DB. Maybe not Substantial, but still needs the notice.

Overlaying OSM maps with confidential information

A wildlife group wishes to map the location of endangered species. They wish to overlay
nest sites or other information which would compromise the safety of the site if released.
They wish to use OSM as a map base without having to contribute back.

OK - Collective DB, no Public use.

Using OSM mapping data together with confidential data for analysis purposes

The user wants to produce analysis from a combination of OSM data and public transport
schedules. They will produce analysis of transport performance but do not want to show
this to a public audience for commercial or data protection reasons.

OK as long as there is no Public use. Depends on whether the analysis is considered a
derivative database or a produced work. More information is necessary to be more
precise about the answer. Community guidelines may help here.

Embedding OSM data into other products/applications

Using OSM data in a computer game together with other data sources

The user wishes to use OSM data together with other significant distinct datasets to
support a computer game. An example of this would be a flight simulation where the
OpenStreetMap Dataset is used for land use, natural and man made features, and is
combined with other potentially copyright material, including aeronautical data, airfield
data, DEM (more likely SRTM based), description for various planes and other structures
and they do not wish to, or would not be allowed to release the other data as ODbL.
During the import of OSM data some information will be selectively included, other
elements will not be required, the data will be reformed into an proprietary format which
the publisher does not wish to disclose. The user wishes to protect the rendered scenery
produced by the gaming code as (C) 'all rights reserved'. The data on the games DVD or



download file will be encrypted or otherwise unusable. They will acknowledge the OSM
data source along with other authors and contributors in the conventional place.

OK as long as the games company also provides an offer of the open derivative DB free
from technical measures in parallel (see Section 4.8b). Otherwise, its explicitly
disallowed.

Q: In addition to a general response to this use case, please clarify if the selective
import of OSM data be considered a Derivative Database even though no changes or
improvements have been made to the data. We do not consider it necessary to publish a
derivative database given that no changes have been made to the actual usable data.

Covered by the definition of "Derivative Database" - extraction and re-arrangement
mean that the selective import is a Derivative Database and, if publicly conveyed or
publicly used, would need to be redistributed.

Using OSM data in a Sat Nav System

The user wants to use OSM data in a satnav system. They need to be able to convert the
data into a confidential proprietary format that works with their routing software which
they don't want to disclose.

Due to the "technical measures" section, a non-confidential, non-proprietary version
would have to be redistributed also.

Distribution of data in Linux distributions

Debian Linux wish to distribute OSM data within their main distributions? Is it acceptable
in terms of the Debian Social Contract?

There doesn't seem to be anything in the Debian Social Contract which would make it
not acceptable.

Providing data to Sub-contactors to produce a DVD

The licence should allow a games maker to create a production run of DVDs and this in
itself should not be considered to be "publication" so the share-alike clause for any
Derivative Dataset should not come into force (yet). This should come into force once
the DVDs are publicly distributed.

This would come under internal use and would be OK.

Negative Use Cases (that should not be allowed)

A Commercial map company using OpenStreetMap data to plug gaps in their
commercial products

A commercial map company uses OpenStreetMap data to plug holes in its own data
which it then supplies as its own database with acknowledgement. They may have done
this to add detail, such as footpaths, zebra crossings or to add territory to their dataset
and sell it. They do not make improvements to OSM data, but don't share their
commercial data with OSM arguing that this is a collective Dataset and they are not
changing the OSM component.

http://www.debian.org/social_contract#guidelines


The argument would have to be settled in court. Community discussions and guidelines
can provide best-practices which are pretty strong in court. The best approach would be
to put examples out there.

Wikimapia?

To use OSM mapping to add places to Wikimapia. Example area: http://wikimapia.org/
#lat=60.2261751&lon=24.9588776&z=11&l=0&m=a&v=2?
There seems to be no information about licencing on wikimapia and no agreement
between people adding data and the project.

Would require any derivative database to be ODbL licensed.

Frequent non-substantial extracts

A third party wants to integrate OSM data into their database without being bound by
the licence. They take a non-substantial amount and integrate it. A week later, they take
another non-substantial data-set and integrate it. They continue accumulating data from
different areas under the non-substantial clause. The licence should clarify that the total
amount of data taken from OSM decides whether it is a substantial use, regardless of the
time span and the number of imports involved.

Repeated extracts are covered in the license.

Legal definitions

The license relies heavily on a number of important sorts of Work: the Derivative
Database, Collective Database and Produced Work and the interpretation of the above
Use Cases often rely on the use of the terms. This section explores the boundaries
between these. These examples refer both to these terms and to more detailed
implemention details to explore the implications of the license for some applications.

Can one selectively extract data from the full OSM dataset without creating a
Derivative Database

During the creation of many Produced Works the first stage is likely to be to create a
smaller more manageable dataset stored in a more convenient form and only containing
the data from OSM that is relevant to their needs. This might result in a new smaller
Database or a arrangement of a selection of the full dataset in the main computer
memory. To be clear this process will not involve adding additional content to the
database although it might include the rejection of badly formed data using an automatic
process or even the correction of some data by an automated process - for example to
reject non-closed polygons or to automatically close them. This process should lead the
creation of a derivative database.

Covered by the "substantial" / "non-substantial" guidelines.

Can one freely arrange data within a Collective Database as appropriate for the
application

When a programmer is working with OSM and data from other sources and thereby
creates a Collective Database they will want to be free to arrange the combined data in
the most appropriate form for their purpose. We believe that this should be allowed so
long as merged database itself is not being published.

http://wikimapia.org/#lat=60.2261751&lon=24.9588776&z=11&l=0&m=a&v=2
http://wikimapia.org/#lat=60.2261751&lon=24.9588776&z=11&l=0&m=a&v=2


The non-OSM parts of a collective database do not need to be published.

If it is necessary to publish the Collective Database then it should be possible to use the
Parallel Distrubution clause to use an optimised merged format internally and provide a
public version where the data is kept distinct.

The parallel distribution clause may also be used.

Can one adjust the OSM data automatically while building a Collective dataset

When merging OSM data with data from other sources it might be necessary to modify
the OSM data (or the other data) to make it fit together well.
For example one is matching up churches in the OSM dataset with a (C) library of
photographs of churches of which most have rough geocodes. Some churches may exist
in OSM but not in the library and some in the library but not in OSM and some will exist
in both but the position will be different. The programmer will create a computer
program to reconcile these differences with the aim to create a computer model with a
feature for every church together with a photograph. The combined data would be
partially derived from a (C) source so the programmer would not be able to release it to
OSM. Is this allowed.

As long as the derived database isn't publicly used, or used to create a public produced
work.

When is something a Derivative Database when is it a Produced Work and can it
be both

Is a large KML file a Derived Database, a Produced Work or both. It could be considered
as a vector description of an image or as a database and any KML file can be used as
either. If it is a database then what notices should be provided with it.
Is a large SVG file a derived database or a produced Work of both? same questions as
above
Similarly for a pdf file containing a vector description of a map.

Should be clarified by community guidelines.
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